Transportation Working Group
2020 Monthly Membership Meeting & Webinar Series

Thursday, April 16, 2020
2:30pm – 3:30pm ET

Leveraging Human Intelligence to Increase the Reliability of Super-Systems

Technology applications are trending rapidly toward encouraging dependence upon AI and ML to supplant human responsibility and leadership. “Smart” machines are providing analytical advantages that can forecast trouble, rapidly matrix a response and execute a solution with precision. But is human intelligence keeping pace with the demands AI and ML place upon us for terminal decision-making? What have we learned from the Spassky/Deep Blue challenge? We’ll discuss how to leverage human capacity with the Machine and the human requirements associated with intelligent systems.

Presenter:
Dr. Larry Kennedy - Founder & CEO, Quality Management Institute
Dr. Kennedy is the Founder and CEO of the Quality Management Institute. He is also Co-Founder of the Systems Engineering Quality Management Working Group and an IBM Partner providing educational services to systems engineering and information technologies professionals. He has provided consulting services to businesses and nonprofit organizations since 1985. His clients have included criminal justice, educational, health care, and government leaders. A more recent project was the ACRES Site Accreditation and Standards Institute (www.acres-sasi.org) in which Dr. Kennedy and the Quality Management Institute trained and managed an interdisciplinary group of Stakeholders that included British Standards Institution to write a global Standard for the Quality Management of Clinical Research Sites and deploy its Accreditation program.

Larry held systems engineering positions in Apollo Spacecraft Operations and Flight Crew Training where he first practiced Quality Management disciplines. With a wide-ranging experience in aerospace, business, and as a management consultant and trainer, he has a broad perspective on management reform processes and the development of public and private collaborations. He was also mentored by Phillip Crosby, the world-renowned Quality Management executive, who partnered with him in reaching out to the nonprofit world. His interdisciplinary background in engineering and business, together with his practical experiences as a nonprofit trustee and foundation executive have uniquely prepared him to evaluate and train managers.
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Joining the Webinar

Please refer to the meeting notice on the next page for call-in information.

NOTE: This meeting will be recorded and uploaded onto INCOSE YouTube Channel. By participating in this meeting, you agree that your communications will be recorded at any time during the meeting.
For your meeting: **TWG Monthly Membership Meeting**
...you have been assigned the following resource: **GlobalMeet 11.**

**Requesting Organization:** Technical Operations: **Transportation**
**Start Time:** 02/20/2020 2:30:00 PM (EST = GMT - 5)
**End Time:** 12/17/2020 3:30:00 PM (EST = GMT - 5)

---

**Login and Meeting Details:**
PARTICIPANT - Join as GUEST

**Meeting Details Web Address:** [https://incose.pgimeet.com/INCOSE_GMEleven](https://incose.pgimeet.com/INCOSE_GMEleven)

**Access Number:** 1-605-475-5604
**Guest Passcode:** 499 423 0059

---

**USA dial-in numbers:**
1-605-475-5604
1-719-457-6209

---

**Link to GLOBAL LIST of dial-in numbers:**
[https://www.mymeetingroom.com/meetinginfo/callmanagement.asp?bwebid=9820041&cid=da66e6bd7e95a10d779fce74d4e82df&confid=da6ee6b8d7ea5a17d779fcef4d4c82da425b&brandid=73391](https://www.mymeetingroom.com/meetinginfo/callmanagement.asp?bwebid=9820041&cid=da66e6bd7e95a10d779fce74d4e82df&confid=da6ee6b8d7ea5a17d779fcef4d4c82da425b&brandid=73391)

---

**Participant Features:**
- Mute / Un-mute: *6
- Increase volume: *4
- Decrease volume: *7
- Increase microphone: *5
- Decrease microphone: *8
- Help menu: *1
- Reservationist: *0

---

**How to guides:**

[User Guide for INCOSE](http://www.incose.org)

[Getting Started Webpage](http://www.incose.org)
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